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Bartók String Quartet no.2 in a minor (1917)
recorded on 25 April 1936; first issued on HMV DB 2842/5 (matrices xxxxxx)

i moderato

ii allegro molto capriccioSo

iii lento

Bartók String Quartet no.5 (1934)
recorded in 1941; previously unissued (matrices XCO 29549/56)

i allegro

ii adagio molto

iii Scherzo: alla bulgareSe

iV andante

V Finale: allegro ViVace

StravinSky three pieceS For String Quartet (1914)
recorded in 1928; first issued on Columbia D 15182 (matrices 11016 &10995)
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trackS 1 - 3:

the budapeSt String Quartet

(JoSeF roiSman, alexander 

Schneider, iStVán ipolyi 

and miScha Schneider)

trackS 4 - 8:

the koliSch String Quartet

(rudolF koliSch, 

Felix khuner, JaScha VeiSSi 

and SteFan auber)

trackS 9 - 11:

the krettly String Quartet

(robert krettly, rené 

coStard, FrançoiS brooS 

and andré naVarra)



T he three very different performances on this disc are precious remind-
ers of  an age when musicians brought both personal and national 
playing styles to new music as well as the classics.

The senior of  these interwar ensembles represented here was the Budapest 
Quartet, which during a career of  half  a century went through innumerable 
changes of  personnel, and, more seriously, metamorphosed from a Hungarian 
foursome into a Russian one. It was founded by the Dutch cellist Harry Son, a 
pupil of  David Popper, who played in the Budapest Opera Orchestra, with three 
Hungarian colleagues. In its Magyar mode, during the decade 1917 to 1927, 
the group had done valuable propaganda for Bartók’s first two quartets - and 
our recording catches it at the point where just one founder, the excellent violist 
István Ipolyi, was still present to ensure that at least some Hungarian paprika 
was injected into the blend. Within months Ipolyi would be forced out of  the 
group by the ebullient Russians, letting in Boris Kroyt to inaugurate the peak 
years of  the quartet’s Russian phase (this ensemble’s wonderful Grieg recording 
and a fuller discussion of  its history can be found on Biddulph LAB 098). So 
we must be grateful that this superb recording was made, even if  it caught the 
Budapesters in a transitional phase.

The Kolisch Quartet was unusual in several ways. First, its leader was 
left-handed, having restudied following a childhood accident, so he sat on the 
right of  the stage with the second violin on the left; this arrangement allowed 
both the instruments at the front to be directed at the audience. Second, the 
group played all its repertoire from memory, which meant that its members 



could crowd closely together on the platform and communicate much more 
intimately, without the interference of  music stands or reading spectacles. And 
finally, Rudolf  Kolisch (1896-1978) insisted on rehearsing with scores rather than 
individual parts. He and his colleagues became known as the high priests of  
new music and premièred works by Bartók, Berg, Milhaud, Tansman, Webern 
and Arnold Schoenberg (Kolisch’s brother-in-law). The group was founded in 
1921 and grew out of  Schoenberg’s Society for Private Musical Performance. 
After various contortions, it emerged in 1924 as the Vienna Quartet, with 
Fritz Rothschild and Kolisch sharing the leadership, Marcel Dick as violist and 
Joachim Stutschewsky as cellist. Early in 1927 the line-up finally stabilised as 
Kolisch, Felix Khuner, Eugene Lehner and Benar Heifetz. Somehow these play-
ers from varying backgrounds did not gel, and soon after its forced emigration to 
America at the start of  the Second World War in 1939, the group split up due to 
economic pressures. As a result Kolisch was able to form a rather better foursome. 
Khuner was retained but the violist was a fine Russian player,  Jascha Veissi, and 
the cellist was that wonderful Viennese artist Stefan Auber, who was better able 
than the powerful Heifetz to moderate his sound to match the relatively light 
fiddles. In 1941 this “new” Kolisch Quartet premièred Barók’s Sixth Quartet 
(the intended performers, the New Hungarian Quartet, being trapped in occu-
pied Holland) and received the further honour of  the work’s dedication. That 
year it also made two recordings for Columbia: a sublime account of  Mozart’s 
“Dissonance” Quartet was released but Bartók’s Fifth Quartet is here issued 
for the first time. It is of  special historical importance, as the violinists took part 



in the work’s première - at the Library of  Congress on 8 April 1935 - and the 
other two players knew Bartók’s late style intimately from their work with the 
composer on the Sixth Quartet. Further financial problems and an accident to 
Veissi’s hand (from which he later recovered) brought the group’s disbandment 
in 1942. Kolisch led the Pro Arte Quartet for a brief  period but his long final 
phase was devoted to teaching at the University of  Wisconsin and (from 1967) 
at the New England Conservatory of  Music in Boston, with young ensembles 
coming from all over the world to learn the authentic way to interpret the works 
of  Bartók and the Second Viennese School.

The least known of  our three ensembles was the Quatuor Krettly, which 
grew out of  its members’ studies at the Paris Conservatoire and flourished from 
1926 until the Second World War. The founding violist François Broos, a pupil 
of  Maurice Vieux, was from Anderlecht in Belgium and the others - violin-
ists Robert Krettly and Réne Costard, and cellist Pierre Fournier (whose first 
cello teacher had been Krettly’s sister Odette) - were French. In 1927 Fournier 
withdrew due to his blossoming solo career, but the group’s quality was hardly 
compromised as his replacement was the brilliant 16-year-old André Navarra. 
He stayed until 1935, being succeeded by Jules Lemaire and then Jacques Neilz. 
Second violinist Costard was eventually replaced by Max Bigot and violist 
Broos by Georges Taine, M. Quattrocchi and finally Roger Metchen. Robert 
Krettly himself  was an excellent musician who took part (with Jacques Thibaud, 
Vieux and André Hekking) in the posthumous 1925 première of  Fauré’s E 
minor Quartet. His own group made a still unsurpassed recording of  that work, 



and was best known for new music, premièring quartets by Marcel Delannoy, 
Charles Koechlin, Alexandre Tansman and Virgil Thomson. Strangely enough, 
Stravinsky’s Three Pieces of  1914 were closely associated with Franco-Belgian 
ensembles, as they were premièred (none too impressively, in the composer’s 
opinion) by the Flonzaley Quartet and then taken up by the Quatuor Pro Arte 
of  Brussels. Krettly and his colleagues made a speciality of  playing Stravinsky’s 
all-too-few works for quartet. The composer originally gave the three pieces the 
overall title Grotesques, and called the movements respectively Danse, Excentrique 
(it was based on the antics of  the comedian “Little Tich”) and Cantique, but he 
later withdrew the titles.
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